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Plate 18 marks the end of the first part of Ani's journey in the
Realm of the Dead; what I called, in my general introduction, the “bA
experience”; that is: the capability of going in and out of Amenti and
the coming forth by day. In fact the last vignette of the plate shows Ani
in front of Ra in his solar boat, as if ready to board it. But all the other
vignettes as well seem to express symbolically a sort of résumé of Ani's
progress, as we shall see in the course of our commentary of the
individual spells.

Chapter 74

The vignette represents the Henu boat of Sokar, ancient god of
the Netherworld, who has strict relations with Osiris. It plays an
important role in the Khoiak festival, during which it was dragged
through the necropolis. This is not the place to expand on this subject;
suffice it to say that the main theme of this festival was the
resurrection of Osiris under the image of wheat spikes emerged from
the earth. (I wouldn't exclude that what looks like a mat on the prow be
in fact a symbolic field of corn. As for the antelope looking at what
could be a hawk-chick, or a new-born Horus, that might hint at SsAt
(wisdom), the hieroglyph for “antelope” as well. In other words a
“coming forth” through the tender care of wisdom.)
But what I think is specially important is the figure of the man
dragging the boat. That's definitely different from what one might
expect, as shown, for example, in this drawing:

I am of the opinion that the kneeling man is Ani himself, showing
symbolically how he is the one who executes, through his own will and
strength [a concept that shall be underlined in Chapter 10 (see infra)]
his own resurrection, psychologically integrating the divine aspects of
Sokar/Osiris.
One might object that Ani is always shown wearing a “complete”
white robe, whereas in this case his breast is naked. But if we consider
the white tracts inside the shrine

we might suppose that they are symbolically hinting at his missing
“upper vestment”, under the guise of what might be a hatched eggshell. But let's now have a look at the spell.

1

Spell for speeding the legs and for coming forth from earth.

2

Words to be spoken by Osiris Ani:

3

Do then your rites of Sokar [twice].

4

What is in his "nether world" [cavern], it is in my legs,

5

in the Realm of the Dead.

6

I am the Light which is upon the district of the sky.

7

I shall emerge in the sky, I shall sit on the sunshine!

8

Oh, “I-am-weary” (Osiris)! [twice]

9

My walking, “I-am-weary”,

10

is like (that of) the overseer

11

of the spells that give directions in the Realm of the Dead.

12

Osiris Scribe Ani, justified, in peace.

I am aware that this translation may be highly questionable, but I
worked on it assuming that Ani, as said above, is integrating Sokar's
attributes. The crucial point is that of line 3.

Who is the subject (“k” - second person masculine) Ani is talking to?
Many suggest he is Sokar. But I am more inclined to interpret “jr r=k”
as a command Ani gives to himself. (I doubt it is a prospective “jr =k”).
He urges himself (overcoming his fears and doubts) to perform the
rites of the Khoiak festival (jrt nj skr). Of course one might ask why
“jrt =k”. The fact is that “jrt” has the meaning of “what should be
done”

and that's why I translated it as “rites”: all the actions that Ani should
perform in behalf of Sokar (the resurrection festival).
Starting from line 4 Ani takes the lead using the first person, as if
obedient to his inner voice. He feels the strength of Sokar in his legs [45]; he feels the strength of Ra [6-7]. Then comes an interesting line 8:

“nnj =kw” seems definitely a stative, meaning “I am weary”; which
could be referred to Ani. But the following lines would contradict Ani's
weariness, since they are referred to someone who is in full control of
the Netherworld and its pathways [9 -11]. Thus I take “nnj =kw” as an
epithet of Osiris, the Weary One (he who says “I am weary”). The
ambiguity may of course point also to a psychological parallelism
between Ani and Osiris, the former appealing to the god whom he
himself must be the image of.
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CHAPTER 8
The title of this spell alludes to “boring a way through the West
into day”. As a matter of fact the usual “rA n(j)” (spell, chapter) at the
beginning of column 4 is missing

That can hardly be a reason of space, since there is a gap at the end of
column 3 marking the conclusion of the previous spell. One might

object that every chapter starts at the beginning of a column, but that
is not always the case. In fact we should also note that the beginning of
the spell is placed under the vignette corresponding to the previous
chapter; and that its end is in the middle of its corresponding vignette;
which covers also part of the next spell (chapter 2) – a spell that does
not seem to have a vignette of its own. The general impression is that
texts and vignettes merge into one another without a definite break.
In our case the missing “rA n(j)” may invite us to reading “wbA”
(boring through) as an active participle related to Ani (of the end of the
previous spell); thus Ani hacking his way through the West towards the
day. The image of a “western passage” is given by the word-play

where the first “wnw” is the verb “to open” and the second “wnw”
refers to the city of Unu, probably Hermopolis Parva, or Damanhur
(dmj-n-Hrw = The town of Horus), the capital of the 7th nome in Lower
Egypt, namely “The West Harpoon”

confining with the westernmost Lower Egypt 3rd nome of “jmntt”

The glyph of the third nome is very similar to the corresponding
vignette

Thus an emerging from the Netherworld (jmntt →3rd nome) to the
conquering West harpoon (Hwj-gs-jmntt or wa-jmntt). The reference
to “The town of Horus” is a further allusion to the image of
resurrection, of which Horus, son of Osiris, is a manifest symbol; and
whose specific trait, the eye, appears at the beginning of the spell [lines
4-5].

1

Boring a way through the West into the day.

2

Words to be spoken by Osiris Ani:

3

Open is Unu (Hermopolis Parva)! Seal my head, Thoth!

4

Excellent is the eye of Horus.

5

The eye of Horus shall rescue me.

6

Glorious are my insignia, like the brow of Ra , the father of the gods!

7

O Osiris, Weary One of the West!

8

As for him, Osiris knows

9

that he shall not exist therein [in the West]

10

should I not exist therein.

11

For I am the Moon-god, (I am one) among the gods

12

and I shall not end. Thus stand up, Horus,

13

so that he [the Moon-god] register you among the gods.

Lines 3-4 are particularly ambiguous. Leaving aside the reference
to Unu already talked about, the glyphs run like this:

Now the first problem is the interpretation of “tp =j”. Is “tp” a
noun (head) or a particle (on, upon)? Should “tp =j” be a particle, the
sentence might be read as a “sDm =f ” form, either indicative or
prospective. The sense though would imply that Thoth “stamps”
himself (xtm) on Ani, putting his seal on him. And honestly I don't
know how tenable this solution might be.
Should instead “tp =j” be a noun then the verb “xtm” (to seal)
could probably be a passive, thus “sealed is my head”, alluding to a sort
of “qualification mark”. But considering the fact that imperative and
vocative forms seem to appear in the following lines of the spell [7,12],
I am inclined to read “xtm” as an imperative, or better, an invitation to

Thoth to seal his (Ani's) head with the “eye of Horus” of lines 4 and 5,
that will bestow him a solar aura [6], like that (in the aspect) of Ra.
As for “jqr jrt Hrw” [4] one might read it as a possible, although
doubtful, “nfr Hr” construction, referred to Thoth as the one excellent
in things concerning the eye of Horus (it was in fact Thoth who
rescued/healed the injured eye of Horus). But such an interpretation
would probably be too extreme; thus I am more prone to consider it a
plain statement.
Line 7 presents a problem:

There is probably a metathesis, so that:

thus “wsjr pwy”; with “pwy” used in a vocative form: “O Osiris, WearyOne of the Amenti”; introducing the Osiris of line 8, who will be at
Ani's side since he (Osiris) knows that his own existence depends on
that of his son (in our case Ani/Horus). A concept underscored in lines
12-13. The shift from the direct address of the vocative [7] to the 3 rd
person of lines 8-10 is probably alluding to Ani talking to his “inner
Osiris”.
Lines 11-13 pose additional problems. In line 12 Ani declares that
he is the “moon-god”, that he is in the company of the gods (jmj nTrw)
and that, as such, he shall have no ending. Then he commands Horus to
stand up so that

In other words there is “someone” (f) who registers (jp =f) Horus (tw)
as a qualified member of the divine council. Usually, the god who takes

notes is Thoth, referenced in line 3. Can the “f” be related to him? I
have some doubts. So I have come to the following conclusion that,
extreme as it may be, can make some sense; at least from a
psychological perspective:
Ani is integrating the figures (and qualities) of various gods. In
our case he has just stated that he is the moon-god; who is the god of
“time”, underlining thus his own “eternity” (he shall have no end). But
one of the aspects of the moon-god is Thoth; thus the Thoth who is in
Ani is the one (f) who shall register the Horus who is in Ani (whom Ani
integrated, figure of resurrection) as a qualified god.
Megalomaniac as it may seem Ani has stated that he is Horus [4,5,
12], Ra [6], Osiris [7] and Thoth [11]. A compound of divine figures. And
he certainly has authority, as shown by the vignette displaying him
holding a staff in his left hand and a handkerchief in the right one:
both items common symbols of power. If the staff is self-explaining the
handkerchief would need an excursus, which, for the moment, I leave
aside.
At any rate the iconography of the vignette allows multiple and
complementary interpretations. In the image of “jmntt” the figure of
Horus seems predominant;

he is like a guide, preceding and escorting Ani. But we may also look at
it as Ani “juxtaposed/facing/in-front-of ” (xntj) the Amentj (jmntt):
thus a “xntj-jmntt”: Foremost of the West. And one should note also how
the beginning of the spell (rubrum) is placed under the shrine of the
henu boat of Sokar.

The glyph (wbA) is that of drill, through which Ani bores his pathway,
like the hawk-chick hatching from the (possible) egg shown in the
Henu boat:

And one should also note how the glyph for “day” (hrw) is just N5, the
solar disk as ideogram, not the more common writing where N5 is a
determinative:

That might be an oblique allusion to Ra: the coming forth of Ani as that
of the sun-god (m ra). Which may also explain the missing “rA n” of
the spell: a possible, though somewhat far-fetched, word-play “rA/ra”.
CHAPTER 2
Now, as I hinted above, it seems that this spell does not have a
vignette of his own; but if we look at it with due attention we see how
its beginning (rubrum) is placed directly under the image of “jmntt”

and how the text makes use (twice) of the glyph of the harpoon (T21)
which can be an allusion at the above mentioned “West Harpoon” with
all its Horusian correspondences. As a matter of fact this is a
continuation of the previous spell, which was centred around the
“boring through the Duat” and ended with a summon to Horus under
the control of the Moon-god (jaH), the same god who appears in the
first lines [3,4] of this spell.

1

Spell for coming forth by day and living after death.

2

Words to be spoken by Osiris Ani:

3

O Unique One, shining in/as the Moon-god,

4

O Unique One, resplendent in/as the Moon-god,

5

may Osiris Ani come forth

6

in this plentitude of yours, outside.

7

May those in the Sunlight release him.

8

Open for him the Netherworld!

9

Lo, Osiris Ani, coming forth by day

10

to do what he likes on earth among the living.

Now I think it is legitimate to suppose that the Unique One of lines
3 and 4 is in fact Ra in his nocturnal aspect (with allusions also to
Thoth as “wisdom and knowledge” and Khonsw, the Traveler). Thus
Ani's wish is that of coming forth towards light, like the rising sun [6].
The grammar of the text [lines 5-8] allows complementary readings, as
states of fact, as wishes or as imperatives. As for line 9 I opted to read
“jsk” as “Lo / behold” instead of a concomitant particle; and “prt m
hrw” as a variant of a possible “pr =f m hrw”. As a matter of fact “prt
m hrw” could be just a noun, thus line 9 would point both to Ani and to
the “coming forth”; a sort of: “Behold, Ani! (Behold) the coming forth!”
That's the usual difference between the “visual” Egyptian and our
analytical languages.

gggg

CHAPTER 9
This chapter has many peculiarities, starting from its solemn
vignette showing a ram with an atef-crown standing on a shrine which
probably alludes to the Rosetau.

The text refers to him as “bA aA Sfyt”

thus a charismatic “bA” that appeared as well in Plate 17, spell 91, as
“bA aA SfSft”

As a matter of fact the three spells of Plate 17 (89, 91, 92) had to do
with Ani's bA and there are many parallels with our spell. What in the
previous plate appeared as an individual bA in our case looks like an
“archetypical figure”; it represents the bA of the Underworld, namely
the dynamic aspect of the coming in and out of Amenti. In other words
it's the bA of the complementary figure of Ra/Osiris: the sun in his
diurnal and nocturnal aspects.
1

Spell for coming forth by day after the drilling of a way through the Tomb.

2

Words to be spoken by Ani:

3

O bA, great of charisma [wisdom and knowledge],

4

look, I have come: I see you.

5

I have drilled the Duat,

6

I have seen my father Osiris,

7

I have driven away the darkness.

8

I am the beloved one. I have come

9

so as to see my father Osiris

10

and be the one who tears out the heart of Seth,

11

who made evil things against the father Osiris.

12

Open to me every pathway

13

in the sky, in the earth,

14

for I am the beloved son of the father Osiris.

15

I am worthy, effective, I am qualified.

16

O every god, every blessed spirit,

17

make a pathway for me!

18

Osiris Scribe Ani, justified.

This spell does not seem to pose particular problems, were it not
for some apparent scribal oversights which might in fact be intended
invitations so as to look at the stylistic nuances of the whole. Let's start
with the title where the first glyph for “wbA” (to drill, bore through) is

U24, instead of the more common U26.

In fact U24 is the same glyph appearing in “jmntt”. And it is also the
glyph of “Hmj” (to bore with borer) and the ideogram for “Hmwt”
(craft).

And the “bA” of “w-bA” seems of course a word- play anticipating the
great “bA” of line 3 and the “bA” as the “skilled” agent of the drilling
through the Tomb (wbA jmHt).

“jmHt” is a “netherworld” in a more substantial aspect; it's not just the
general “dwAt” but the cavernous world the bA must go through,
curbing its resistance.
As for lines 3-4 I am inclined to read “mAA =j tw” not as “in order
to see you”, but as the result of Ani's coming: “I have come and now I see
you, I am in front of you.”
That's not a description, but a visual confrontation with a highly
dramatic impact. There is indeed a “descriptive block”, running along

lines 5-11; that's when Ani tells the charismatic bA how he drilled the
Duat in order to rescue his father Osiris from the grips of Seth; that is,
the hostile forces hindering Osiris's resurrection. Ani acts then as the
Horus symbolically anticipated in the preceding vignette, where the
hawk-like figure has indeed an imposing stance.

I have opted to consider the many “sDm =f” forms as past/completed
actions. Having successfully completed his task, having shown how
qualified he is [15], Ani asks the honoured bA (bA aA Sfyt) to let him
pass [12] and show him the circular route through sky and earth [13],
in the course of which he shall get the help of every god and every
blessed spirit [16,17].
As a matter of fact one might also read the “sDm =f” forms as
prospectives, although in that case one must make recourse to a
temporal perspective. The vignette shows Ani in front of the bA/Ram
standing on Rosetau, the deceased asking the bA to let him enter and
do what he must in order to rescue Osiris and obtain the qualifications
that will allow him to go in and out of the Realm of the Dead. But we
are in the middle of the papyrus and we know that Ani has already
accomplished that task. However, as I said, this plate is a sort of
résumé, thus we may see this vignette from a double point of vantage:
first Ani's wish to enter Rosetau, than Ani's request to be allowed to
come forth, having done what he had to.
As for line 10

it may look somewhat ambiguous. There is a possible “Hsq =j” (I have
cut out / I shall cut out); then a plain “jb n(j) swty” (heart of Seth). But
what about “pn”? Without it the sentence would be a simple “I have cut
out the heart of Seth”. Of course one might suggest that “pn” should in
fact follow “jb”, resulting in a grammatically correct “jb pn n(j) swty”.
Or it could be an error for the demonstrative “pA”. But I am more
inclined to see in it a demonstrative referred to “Hsq” (an active
participle: “he who cuts out” – in that case the A1 glyph being his
determinative). But there is also the possibility that “pn” be in fact
“pA-n” (he of), which is commonly used in personal nouns and
epithets. Thus “He-of-Seth's-Heart” could be an epithet of Ani/Horus in
his aspect of “he who tears out Seth's heart”, namely “he who causes
affliction on Seth”. Last not least we might read “pn” as “pw n(j)”, thus
having “this is the agent of the tearing out (Hsq pw) of (n) the heart of Seth
(jb n(j) swty)”.
One more stylistic nuance is the one referring to the four different
ways to write “jt (=j) wsjr”

Since they are so close to one another I doubt their graphic rendering
was not without a meaning, especially because the glyphs do not follow
the common use. As a matter of fact it seems that the common writings
for “father” were these:

especially the third one; the last one in Late Egyptian (cfr Burchardt :
Das ägyptische Wort für Vater AZ 48, p. 18-27) with or without determinative
(man, king, god).
Of course one might dismiss the point judging it not relevant, but
I am sort of paranoiac; thus I venture to expose my far-fetched and
speculative interpretation.
The scribe wanted to invite the reader to take note of the “father
theme” using an unorthodox rendering of it (jtff instead of jtf or tff).
In the second instance of our text the father glyph is followed by the A1
determinative, clearly a first person suffix (=j). But in the third instance
although the glyph is the common one (jtf), the second determinative
is that of a seated god (A40). It's thus possible that the missing “f” be
in fact an invitation to take note of the second determinative so as to
compare it with the second determinative of the previous rendering:

In other words the mortal man has become a god. This is even more
explicit in the final rendering with three A40 determinatives.

The three gods may be viewed as a plurality, a sort of “tris-megistos”,
thus the thrice great Osiris. One should note also how the Osiris
determinative in this case shows also a seated god, whereas in the
other writings there are only the throne and the eye:

But the three gods may also be read as a “dual figure” (the first two
A40) followed by a god determinative; in other words the composite
figure of the fatherly “Osiris+Ani” shown as a divine being:

We can thus look at the gradual morphing: (1) the father Osiris; (2) is
the father of the mortal Ani; (3) who in the course of his journey has
obtained the divine qualification – thus Osiris is the father of the divine
Ani; (4) the two forming then a complementary divine figure.
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CHAPTER 132
The second to last vignette of Plate 18 is particularly interesting
since it “covers” without discontinuity two spells: 132 and 10.

as if they were I fact a single logical and narrative block. I'll expand on
this when commenting Chapter 10; for the time being let us focus our
attention on the vignette.

It seems evident that there are two separate moments, with the door
working as a sort of hinge between them. If we read the vignette
sequentially, from left to right, the door might be the entrance to the
Rosetau (rA-sTAw), with the authoritative Ani who goes in and spears
the arch-enemy Apophis. But the title of the spell refers to a man who
returns so as to see his house on earth. Thus the door might be that of
his earthly mansion. Although apparently asynchronous the two
moments form in fact a unique visual-grammatical block. Let's give a
look at the text:
1

Spell for letting a man return

2

so as to see his house on earth.

3

Words to be spoken by this Osiris Ani:

4

I am the Lion who has come, with an arching stride.

5

I have thrown arrows, I have enchained (enemies) [twice].

6

I am the eye of Horus.

7

I have enlarged the eye of Horus

8

the moment I reached the banks.

9

“Come in peace, Osiris Ani!”

The first part of the vignette corresponds to line 2, the door being
then that of Ani's mansion. Ani holds the same staff and handkerchief
already seen in the second vignette [chapter 8], as a manifestation of
his authority, underlined by the image of the “eye of Horus” of lines 6
and 7. The eye of Horus is a symbol of prosperity and its “enlargement”
may point to Ani's qualification of increasing the wealth of his land,
namely the “banks” referred to in line 8. He shows himself as an
“effective bA”, receiving thus a heartily welcome from his house [9].
But lines 4 and 5 show Ani in his bellicose aspect which in fact
corresponds to the rightmost part of the vignette. As I suggested in my
general introduction it seems that the vignette follows a grammatical
circumstantial sentence: Ani can see his house [6-8] after having
neutralized his enemy [5]. A sort of: “mAA =f prw =f tp tA … st .n =f &
sDf .n =f ”.

On a closer look we may find further textual nuances. The use of
the verb “pXr” (to return, to go round)

may in fact be a hint at reading the vignette from right to left (a
“returning” direction), thus placing the events in their correct
temporal sequence: (i) the spearing of the snake; (ii) the visit to the
house.
Note also how the “sDf .n =j” (I have enchained), twice repeated,
may allude to the two coils of the snake,

thus enhancing the general image. But that's not all. Lines 4,5 show
indeed further word plays.
As for the “lion” I would not exclude the possibility that it refer
also to the one present at the end of Plate 10, chapter 17:

He is recumbent, outstretched on a pedestal that may look like a
further image of Rosetau. Now the glyph used is “pD” (stretch, stretch
out), which can also be read as “draw bow”. Thus “pD” may hint at the
“ample stride” of the bellicose lion and at the bow Ani has used in
order to throw arrows against his enemy [5] (st .n =j). As a matter of
fact “stj” may also be “to attack, to throw oneself against somebody”,
once again underlining Ani's warlike stance. And note in fact how the
dynamics of the vignette - showing Ani spearing the snake - depicts
Ani's feet in the form of an arch

CHAPTER 10
Now if we leave aside the last spell of Plate 18, which is a hymn to
Ra, a triumphant apotheosis of the successful journey (in the course of
the papyrus there are in fact four hymns to Ra [plates 1, 18, 20, 22]
which will be dealt with organically in a separate commentary) this
spell marks the end of the first part of the rite of passage.
As a matter of fact one might have expected a logical end with the
last line of the previous spell, where Ani got a heartily welcome from
his house; but it seems evident that Ani wishes to manifest officially,
especially to his house, the divine status he has conquered.
It's interesting to note how the title begins not with the usual “rA
n(j)”, but with “ky rA n(j)”; where “ky”, in my opinion, is not to be
interpreted as “another” way to express the “coming forth” (prt m
hrw), but as a further “additional” spell showing the successful

accomplishment and the victory over hostile forces (r xftjw =f). Which
is once again what the vignette in its totality displays: the defeated
enemy on the right and Ani's authority on the left.
At first sight the text of the spell might seem to be a public show
of megalomania, with a violent and powerful Ani creating turmoil in
the sky (aD .n =j pt), in the netherworld, on earth, as if imposing his
undisputed superiority. From a psychological perspective that would
seem to be what Jung calls “psychic inflation”. Such an attitude is found
in many instances of religious literature; suffice it to remember the
“cannibal hymn” of the pyramid of Wnjs. However, in our case, this
bombastic pose would contradict the pious and respectful atmosphere
of the following hymn to Ra. That's why I am inclined to look at the
apparently violent images from a different (is “ky” a hint?) angle.
1

One more spell for a man's coming forth by day against his enemies

2

in the Realm of the Dead.

3

I have hooked up the sky,

4

after having drilled the horizon

5

and gone through the earth in its routes.

6

I have taken possession of the great spiritual forces,

7

because I am one equipped with millions of my magics.

8

I do eat with [my] mouth,

9

I relieve myself through my anus.

10

I am a god, the Lord of the Duat.

11

And I did these things as far

12

as I was this Osiris Ani

13

planning his glorious rising.

The real problem is the interpretation of the verb “aD” at the
beginning of the spell [3]:

One must note, en passant, that the sentence it is not introduced by the
usual formula “Words to be spoken by Osiris Ani”, confirming what I have
hinted above about the implicit “merging” of the two chapters. Now
the verb “aD” may be translated as “hack up, destroy”, but also as “to
carve out, hollow out”. I think that the basic image is that of Ani who,
having traversed the Netherworld [5], has then opened his way through
the horizon [4] and has gotten hold of the bordering sky [3], as if
“hooking” it with a “hoe”. The emerging through the horizon is a sort
of “hollowing out” the sky so as to open a pathway through it. And let
us note also that “aD” (with different determinatives) may also mean
“to be safe, to become whole” which would fit the context perfectly (as
a side resonance, of course, since from a strict grammatical perspective
“pt” is the direct object of “aD .n=j” → hack up). In other words that is
intended to be a résumé of Ani's “coming forth” that triggers the sky's
surprised reaction.
As for line 6

I am of the opinion that “Axw” are not referred to the blessed spirits,
but to the “magic spells” (WB: Zauberkraeftige Sprueche)

which Ani mentions (HkAw =j) in the next line:

Lines 8-9 conform to the common image used to distinguish the
living being from the dead one who, in the Underworld, lives “upside
down”; whose superior orifice is the “anus” and the inferior one the
“mouth”. Ani thus asserts his “living” state, namely the successful
accomplishment of his rite of passage; underscored by his claim of
having become an Osiris [10].
As regards the final lines [11-13] I find them particularly
interesting, since, in my interpretation I see Ani stating that all that he
has done is basically the result of his own efforts, as far as (r-mn m) he
acted being aware of his own personality (as already pointed out in my
comment of Chapter 74 – see above)

totally concentrated towards his goal, that is: his “glorious rising”.

The glyphs of “xmt” may invite to a nuanced interpretation. According
to WB the basic reading is “etwas vorher bedenken” (to consider
something in advance, to intend, to take thought for, to anticipate)

but the negative D35 points also to “ignorance”, which is overcome by
the first reading. As if to state that Ani, in the course of his journey,
had never been ignorant of what he was doing. Not for a moment he
had lost sight of his aim.

gggg

HYMN TO RA
Plate 18 ends with a hymn to Ra, expressing the triumphant
conclusion of Ani's coming forth into the day: the attaining of light
after the perilous night voyage. As I said above I'll leave aside for the
moment the textual analysis of this hymn. Suffice it to focus our
attention on the final vignette

and especially on the figure of the child atop the bundle of reeds on the
prow of the solar boat sailing across the vault of the sky. That's the
child “nn / nw.w”

mirroring the “nnj” of the Spell 74 in the beginning of our plate:

It's Osiris, the weary-one, transformed into a child, a “reborn Ani”. In
Jungian terms it may be seen as the archetype of the “divine child”, the
attainment of a new level of existence.
Now, since we are dealing with vignettes I think it wouldn't be
bad to give a final look at them from a total perspective, noting how
their sequence is indeed the visual résumé of Ani's journey we have
been talking about:

1: Funeral cortège
2: Travelling towards the Amenti
3: Acquisition of divine powers
4: Defeat of hostile forces
5: Coming forth into the day
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